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The geometric phase can be used as a fruitful venue of investigation to infer features of the quantum
systems. Its application can reach new theoretical frontiers and imply innovative and challenging
experimental proposals. Herein, we take advantage of the geometric phase to sense the corrections
induced while a neutral particle travels at constant velocity in front of an imperfect sheet in quantum vacuum. As it is already known, two bodies in relative motion at constant velocity experience
a quantum contactless dissipative force, known as quantum friction. This force has eluded experimental detection so far due to its small magnitude and short range. However, we give details of an
innovative experiment designed to track traces of the quantum friction by measuring the velocity
dependence of corrections to the geometric phase. We notice that the environmentally induced corrections can be decomposed in different contributions: corrections induced by the presence of the
dielectric sheet and the motion of the particle in quantum vacuum. As the geometric phase accumulates over time, its correction becomes relevant at a relative short timescale, while the system
still preserves purity. The experimentally viable scheme presented would be the first one in tracking
traces of quantum friction through the study of decoherence effects on a NV center in diamond.
PACS numbers:

INTRODUCTION
One of the most exciting features of quantum field theory is based on the nontrivial structure of the vacuum state and
the observable macroscopic effects associated to quantum vacuum fluctuations. The most renowned example is the
attractive Casimir force between two neutral bodies [1–8]. There is another fascinating effect when a mirror moves
through space at relativistic speeds: some photons become separated from their partners and the mirror begins to
produce light. This phenomenon is known as dynamical Casimir effect (DCE) [9, 10]. Likewise, it has been recently
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FIG. 1: We study the GP acquired by a two-level system coupled to the quantum vacuum in front of a dielectric sheet. (a)
The center of mass of the particle moves with constant velocity v at a fixed distance a of the dielectric sheet. (b) The particle
behaves as a two-level system coupled via a dipolar interaction to the vacuum field, which is dressed by the presence of the
dielectric plate. (c) Scheme of the evolution of a two-level system in the Bloch sphere for an unitary evolution (black dashed
line) and environmentally induced trajectories. The unitary (closed) geometric phase is φc = π(1 − cos θ0 ), while in the presence
of an environment the area enclosed is modified, yielding under suitable conditions φg = φc + δφ, where we define δφ as the
correction to the unitary geometric phase. In all cases, the presence of the environment induces a loss of purity which is
represented in the fact that the trajectory leaves the surface of the sphere or semi-sphere.
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shown that two bodies moving relative to each other at constant velocity experience a dissipative force that opposes
the motion due to the exchange of Doppler shifted virtual photons, known as quantum friction (QF) [11–16]. So far,
the static Casimir force has been measured [17–22]. However, the challenge of making a mirror or neutral particle to
move at an almost relativistic speed in a medium has prevented a direct experimental observation of such dynamical
effects. As a result, the only dynamic-observable macroscopic effect that has allowed experimental observation of DCE
was based on electromagnetic analogs of a moving mirror using a tunable reflecting element in a superconducting
device [23, 24]. Similarly, since the predicted QF is very small in magnitude and short ranged, its experimental
detection has become an absolute challenge so far [25]. Lately, there have been a variety configurations [26] and
theoretical efforts devoted into finding favorable conditions for experimental measurements of QF [27–33]. In Refs.
[34, 35], authors have investigated the van der Waals friction between graphene and an amorphous SiO2 substrate.
They found that due to this friction the electric current is saturated at a high electric field. The saturation current
depends weakly on the temperature, which they attributed to the quantum friction between the graphene carriers and
the substrate optical phonons. They calculated the frictional drag between two graphene sheets caused by van der
Waals friction, and proved that this drag can induce a voltage high enough to be measured experimentally by state-ofart non-contact force microscopy. This work paved the way for a possible mechanical detection of the Casimir friction.
In a different approach, in this article we propose to track traces of QF through the measurement of the geometric
phase (GP) accumulated by an atom moving at constant velocity in front a dielectric material in vacuum. The GP
shift is manifested as a relative phase between components of a superposition of atomic states. In [36] some of us
have proposed a very simplistic model with this idea, where a harmonic oscillator (the “atom”) is coupled to an scalar
field (as the “vacuum field”) and the later is coupled to a mirror composed by a set of harmonic oscillators without
dissipation and with an unique natural frequency. Therein the coupling considered was purely dephasing just for the
sake of simplicity, far away of any real experimental consideration. We have even evaluated an unique decoherence
factor (neglecting other noise sources) in two spacial dimensions, under some strong approximations.
The state of a point like discrete energy level quantum system (such as an atom) interacting with a quantum field
acquires a GP that is independent of the state of the field [37]. The phase depends only on the system’s path in
parameter space, particularly the flux of some gauge field enclosed by that path. For pure field states, the GP
is said to encode information about the number of particles in the field [38]. In particular, for initial squeezed
states, the phase also depends on the squeezing strength [39]. If the field is in a thermal state, the GP encodes
information about its temperature, and so is used in a proposal to measure the Unruh effect at low accelerations
[40]. It has further been proposed as a high-precision thermometer by considering the atomic interference of
two atoms interacting with a known hot source and an unknown temperature cold cavity [41]. As the existing
bibliography reflects, GPs have become a fruitful avenue of investigation to infer features of the quantum system
due to their topological properties and close connection with gauge theories of quantum fields. Berry’s work has
since been applied to a diversity of phenomena, extending its definition to mixed states [42], non-adiabatic [43]
and non-unitary evolution [44, 45] in the context of open quantum systems, largely motivated by the need of
an experimentally realistic definition. Every two-level system freely evolving acquires an unitary GP related to
its Hilbert Space, i.e. SU (2), known as φc = π(1 − cos θ0 ), being θ0 the polar angle in the Bloch sphere. With
this fact in mind, our idea is to study the GP acquired by the quantum system evolving non-unitarily. The
GP obtained will undoubtedly be different to the unitary one since the evolution is now plagued by non-unitary
effects such as decoherence and dissipation. It is generally said that the coupling of the quantum system corrects
the unitary GP by noting that φg = φc + δφ, being δφ proportional to the coupling of the system and the
environment. Under suitable conditions, the corrections induced by the presence of the environment can be measured
by means of an interferometric experiment (atomic interference) [46–49]. In this framework, we shall make a thorough study of the corrections induced on the GP acquired by a neutral particle moving in front of an imperfect mirror.
RESULTS
The Model
We shall consider a neutral particle coupled to a vacuum field, whose center of mass moves with a velocity v relative
to the dielectric as schematically shown in Fig. 1(a). The radiation emitted by the moving particle leads to a frictional
stress acting on it, due to the asymmetry of the reflection amplitude along the direction of motion [34]. The particle
is modeled as a two-level system and its velocity is assumed to be rendered constant by some external agent. The
total Hamiltonian for the system (quantum particle plus complex environment - composed by the vacuum quantum
field and dielectric plate) is written as H = ~/2 ∆ σz + HSE + HE , where ∆ is the energy level spacing of the two-level
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system and HE is the Hamiltonian of the composite bath. The interaction Hamiltonian HSE is given in the dipolar approximation HSE = d̂ · ∇Φ, where the effective electrostatic potential (Φ) contains the information of the electric field
(E = −∇Φ) dressed by the dielectric surface. The dipole operator d̂ acts over the internal states of the particle |gi
and |ei, and the non-vanishing matrix elements of each component are given as di = hg|dˆi |ei = he|dˆi |gi (σx coupling).
An schematic picture of the system is depicted in Fig. 1(b), where the particle interacts with the dressed vacuum field.
The field operator Φ̂ can be expanded in a plane-wave basis of excitation (dressed photons) and evolves freely according
to
Z
Z ∞


2
Φ̂(r, t) = d k
dω φ(k, ω)âk,ω ei(k·r−ωt) + h.c. .
0

The bosonic operators satisfy the commutation relation [âkω , â†k0 ω0 ] = δ(k − k0 )δ(ω − ω 0 ) creating and destroying
“photons” in a wider meaning, since they are creation and destruction operators of composite states (field plus
material). In particular, it has been shown that [50]
|φ(k, ω)|2 =

(ω) − 1
~ e−2kz
Im
,
2π 2 k
(ω) + 1

(1)

2
/(ω02 − ω 2 − iωΓ). In the dielectric model
where (ω) is the dielectric function of the dielectric material (ω) = ωpl
2
2
/2 with ωS the surface-plasmon
ω0 , ωpl and Γ parametrize the Drude-Lorentz form for (ω). Here, ω0 = ωS2 − ωpl
frequency, ωpl is the plasma frequency and ω0 = 0 represents the Drude model for metals. We consider only weak
dissipation, i.e. Γ/ωS  1; in metals, this ratio is typically 10−2 − 10−3 [51].

Non-unitary evolution of the system
In order to get an insight into the dynamics of the quantum system at a later time t, we must obtain the master
equation for the reduced density matrix of the quantum system derived by integrating out the degrees of freedom
of the composite environment. We start by assuming an initially factorized state ρ(0) = ρa (0) ⊗ ρE (0), with both
sub-systems (particle and environment) initially in their respective ground states. In the weak coupling limit, the
master equation is given by the expression [52, 53],
~ρ̇ = −i [Ha , ρ] − D(v, t) [σx , [σx , ρ]]

(2)

−f (v, t) [σx , [σy , ρ]] + iζ(v, t) [σx , {σy , ρ}] ,
where the non-unitary effects are modeled by the velocity dependent diffusion coefficients D(v, t) and f (v, t), while
dissipative effects are present in the corresponding ζ(v, t) [54–63]. We set the dimensionless quantity u = v/(aωpl ),
which will be called the velocity from here on. It is important to note that in absence of the bath, the spin follows
a cyclic evolution in the Bloch semi-sphere with period τ = 2π/∆, as can be seen in Fig.1(c) represented by the
dashed-black line.
We have numerically calculated the coefficients in equations (2) by using the expressions obtained in equation (3)
(defined in section Materials and Methods). These coefficients are oscillating functions of time, strongly dependent
on the parameters of the model. We shall show the case of metallic (ω0 = 0) mirrors in order to solve the master
equation (2). We prepare an initial superposition state as |Ψ0 i = cos(θ0 )|gi + sin(θ0 )|ei and solve the master equation
to find the state of the system at a later time, |Ψ(t)i = cos(θ(t))|gi + sin(θ(t))|ei. For a ground-state atom the force
is a genuine friction force, i.e. a force antiparallel to its velocity. It is proportional to the atomic linewidth and
hence very small. In contrast, excited-state atoms can be either decelerated or accelerated depending on the relative
magnitude of their transition frequency with respect to the characteristic frequency of the substrate material. For
metals, the force is always decelerating, i.e. a frictional effect [64].
p
In Fig. 2(a) we present the trajectory of the radius of the state vector R = x(t)2 + y(t)2 + z(t)2 on the Bloch
sphere when the system evolves coupled to different values for the parameters of the environment. The trajectory of
the state vector remains on the surface of the sphere for many cycles although the dynamics is very different to that
of a free two-level system (a perfect black circle), as shown in the lower part of Fig. 2(b). The variation of the radius
and its sinusoidal movement are induced by the environment and evince a non-unitary evolution. The advantage of
this system is that it remains “robust” under the presence of decoherence and dissipation even after several cycles.
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FIG. 2: Non-unitary behaviour of the two-level system. In (a) and (b) we present different trajectories of the state vector in
the Bloch sphere from a side and upper point of view. Upper spheres show trajectories for different initial superposition states
(θ0 = 45◦ and θ0 = 85◦ ), while the polar and side view tries to get an insight into the trajectory itself. In (a), the lower polar
view we can see the loss of purity for an environment induced evolution at θ0 = 85◦ , as the state leaves the initial surface of
the sphere. The black curve represents Γ/ωpl = 0.05 and α = π/2 while the dark blue curve is for Γ/ωpl = 0.1 and α = 0.1.
The isolated evolution is represented by an orange line at θ0 = 45◦ for reference. In (b), we show an environment-induced
evolution at θ0 = 45◦ (Γ/ωpl = 0.1 and α = π/2) with a pink line, while for θ0 = 85◦ , we show the differences in varying Γ: i.e
dark green curve (Γ/ωpl = 0.1 and α = π/2) and black curve (Γ/ωpl = 0.05 and α = π/2). Lower side view is an insight into
the evolution of the pink line (compared to the isolated trajectory). (c) Loss of purity as a function of time (cycles) for the
different trajectories shown. Other parameters used are: u = vx /(aωpl ) = 0.007, ∆/ωpl = 0.9, ω0 /ωpl = 0, and γ = 0.

The measurement of this “robustness” is that the loss of purity of the state vector is very small for approximately 30
cycles. The dependence of this magnitude upon time (measured in cycles) depends on the parameters of the model as
shown in Fig. 2(c). As it can be seen there, the state is more affected for smaller values of Γ and bigger initial angles
θ0 , as long as it has a dipole orientation parallel to the dielectric sheet. The purity of the state remains close to unity
(isolated case) when the dipole orientation is almost perpendicular to the dielectric sheet. These considerations are
made based on a fixed velocity. The solution renders a good scenario for measurements of the GP, since it has been
argued that the observation of GPs should be done in times long enough to obey the adiabatic approximation but short
enough to prevent decoherence from deleting all phase information. This means that while there are dissipative and
diffusive effects that induce a correction to the unitary GP, the system maintains its purity for several cycles, which
allows the GP to be observed. It is important to note that if the noise effects induced on the system are of considerable magnitude, the coherence terms of the quantum system are rapidly destroyed and the GP literally disappears [57].
Traces of Quantum Friction
If the two-level system was to evolve freely, it would acquire a global phase at a temporal step τ . The presence of
an environment modifies this scenario. As we have seen above, the dynamics of the system differs from the isolated
evolution due to noise effects. The notion of GP in the context of quantum open systems has been obtained in [44]
by the use of a kinematical approach and the reduced density matrix. This definition satisfies the condition of being
gauge independent and reproduces the already known result of GP in the isolated case, i.e. when the system is not
coupled to an environment and the evolution is unitary. It has been extensively used to measure the corrections of the
GP in a non-unitary evolution [57, 63] and explain the noise effects in the observation of the GP in a superconducting
qubit [47, 65]. In order to compute the GP we assume an initial state of the two-level system |Ψ0 i and solve the master
equation to find the state at a later system |Ψ(t)i. Once the state is known, we can build the reduced density matrix
ρ(t) = |Ψ(t)ihΨ(t)|. By computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of ρ(t) we can obtain the GP as a function of time.
In order to compare with the unitary GP, we shall compute the open GP in cycles defined as N = t/τ . We study the
GP for different orientations of the dipole, i.e from small angles α (the dipole almost perpendicular to the dielectric)
to α = π/2 (dipole parallel to the dielectric sheet), and different dimensionless velocities u = |u| = vx /(aωpl ).
In Fig. 3 we show the correction to the phase δφ defined as the difference between φg the total geometric phase and
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FIG. 3: Ratio δφ/δφu=0 as a function of the dimensionless tangential velocity u = vx /(aωpl )x̂ for different dipole orientations.
α = 0.1 is represented with the grey asterisks and is the less corrected case when γ = π/2. The rest of the cases shown have a
dipole moment parallel to the mirror (α = π/2). Correction to the GP fits quadratically with u as can be seen in Ref.[36] for
small tangential velocities. Parameters used: ∆/ωpl = 0.9, Γ/ωpl = 0.1, ω0 /ωpl = 0, N = 15, θ0 = 44.9◦ .

the unitary phase φc , i.e. δφ = φg − φc , as a function of the tangential velocity of the particle for fixed initial angle θ0
and different orientations of the dipole. We can see that for very small velocities u the GP is similar and comparable to
the unitary one, since δφ = δφu=0 +δφu has two contribution terms: one originated in the quantum field and dielectric
sheet and another in the velocity of the atom. For very small values of u, the correction of the phase is mainly induced
by the presence of the quantum field and dielectric sheet, which agrees with the threshold found for the appearance
of the quantum frictional force at small velocities [66]. However, when u increases, the correction originated by the
velocity becomes more important and the GP begins to show different behaviors as the dipole orientation is different.
It is easy to see that when the dipole is perpendicular to the velocity and dielectric sheet, the correction to the GP
does not vary significantly. When the dipole is oriented parallel to the dielectric sheet, it can be found parallel to the
direction of motion (γ = 0, π) or perpendicular to this direction (γ = π/2, 3/2π). Once more, for very small values of
the velocity there are no notorious differences. However, as the velocity u grows in magnitude, we can infer that the
dipole oriented in the direction of movement has the bigger correction. Since u = v/(aωpl ) one can achieve relatively
high values of u just adjusting a and/or ωpl but keeping v under the non-relativistic range. Fig. 3 also shows that
the correction to the GP fits quadratically with u as can be seen in Ref.[36] for small tangential velocities.
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FIG. 4: GP measured in units of the unitary GP (φc ) as function of time, in units of the number of cycles of the isolated system
(N = t/τ ). Red lines with triangle markers represent the phase acquired by the free evolution of the particle. The remaining
lines show the different corrections. Parameters used: ∆/ωpl = 0.9, Γ/ωpl = 0.1, ω0 /ωpl = 0, α = π/2, γ = 0, θ0 = 44.9◦ .
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The phase-lag induced by the motion on the fluctuating dipole results in dynamical effects (noise and dissipation
in equation (2)). These corrections due to the quantum fluctuations can be evidenced as stochastic variations
in the energy gap of the two-level system [33]. In that case, this random variation produces noise effects on
the internal degree of freedom that induce corrections in the GP of the two-level system. We can further study
the behavior of the GP as function of time as shown in Fig.4. We plot the unitary GP that acquires the atom
in each cycle with blue triangle markers (a perfect straight line). However, this evolution is modified by the
presence of the environment. For small velocities and few cycles, the GP acquired by the real system is similar
to the unitary one. However, the lines start to differ considerably as time elapses and velocity increases. The
correction is enhanced as the system evolves through more cycles, since the GP accumulates. The difference
between the blue triangle markers and the lines with very small velocities (from u = 0 to u = 0.01) accounts
mainly for the correction that suffers the GP when the two-level system evolves with vanishing velocity in the
presence of a dielectric sheet δφu=0 , being negligible for few cycles but relevant later. Likewise, the distance
between the intermediate lines and pink circle markers is a strong evidence of the correction obtained when the
velocity of the atom is of considerable importance δφu6=0 . It is possible to see that for N  5, the correction to the
GP can be detected even for the smaller velocity u considered. When u = 0.03, the correction for N = 20 is about 60%.
Experimental proposal
Recalling the evolution described in Fig. 2 and the results obtained in Figs. 3 and 4, we can assure this model is a
good scenario for the measurement of the GP and its correction. In the case of a dipole orientation perpendicular
to the dielectric sheet, the system stays “robust” to the presence of the environment and the corrections to the
geometric phase seem undetectable. However, in the opposite case, while the system preserves purity for several
cycles, the correction induced by the velocity becomes relevant at the same timescale, yielding the opportunity to
detect traces of the velocity in the correction of the geometric phase.
A feasible experimental setup to perform an experiment to this end would be based on the use of a single NV center
in diamond as an effective two-level system at the tip of a modified atomic force microscope (AFM) tip, which is
able to maintain the distance between the NV center and the sample. The distance can be controlled from a few
nanometers to tenths of nanometers with subnamometer resolution. The NV system presents itself as an excellent
tool for studying geometric phases. The NV center consists of a vacancy, or missing carbon atom, in the diamond
lattice lying next to a nitrogen atom, which has substituted for one of the carbon atoms. The electron spin is the
canonical quantum system and the NV center offers a system in which a single spin can be initialized, coherently
controlled, and measured. It is also possible to mechanically move the NV center.
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FIG. 5: (a) Schematic of the proposed experimental setup. A Au-coated Si disk rotates at angular velocity Ω. The diamond
NV center is placed at a distance a. The relevant coordinate system is as indicated in Fig.1(a). (b) Schematic of the setup. A
diamond with an NV center is placed at the end of an AFM system. The AFM is used to keep the gap a constant within 1 nm.

In our proposed experimental setup, the sample is constituted by a Si disk laminated in metal (we propose to use
Au or n-doped Si coating. Parameters of the Drude-Lorentz model for Au are ωpl = 1.37 1016 rad/s; Γ/ωpl ∼ 0.05,
and ωpl = 3.5 1014 rad/s; Γ/ωpl ∼ 1 for n-Si). The coated Si disk is mounted on a turntable, see Fig.5 (a). Although
we are using a rotating table, non-inertial effects can be completely neglected in order to model a particle moving
at a constant speed on the material sheet. Since it is critical to keep the separation uniform, to prevent spurious
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decoherence, it is important to asses the plausibility of the proposed experimental setup. We have checked that 12cm
diameter Au-coated Si disks can be rotated up to Ω = 2π7000 rad/s. In these conditions, the measured wobble of the
turntable is of the order of 10−8 radians (i.e. the vertical motion is 1nm at the edge of the disk). While the overall
change in thickness of the rotating plate could be as large as 50 nm at a given radius, the feedback control maintains
the specified separation a to better than δa = 1 nm. The experiment is doable at a = 3 nm, with δa (possible
fluctuations in distance) induced decoherence effects being negligible compared to the quantum friction ones. Fig. 5
(b) presents a schematic of the proposed experiment. We show in Fig. 6 the measured distance a between the AFM
tip and the rotating disk, indicating that the experiment is feasible. State-of-the-art phase-detection experiments in
NV centers in diamond [67] permit the detection of ∼ 50 mrad phase change over 106 repetitions.
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FIG. 6: Measurement of the separation between the AFM tip and a 12 cm diameter Au-coated Si disk rotating at Ω = 2π7000Hz.
The nominal separation a between the tip and the sample are 7.2 and 3.4 nm. The AFM tip moves vertically ≈ 27.3 nm to
keep the separation constant.

Taking into account the experimental values considered in the proposal and the free parameters of the numerical
simulations of the model, we can show that it is possible to detect a velocity dependence in the corrections of
the geometric phase, as it accumulates in time. In Fig. 7, we show the velocity dependent correction to the
geometric phase (δφu6=0 ). The greater the velocity achieved, the earlier in time the velocity-dependent corrections
become relevant. In experimental conditions, we can achieve different velocities u depending the metal coating
of the Si disk. When it is coated with n-doped Si, the dimensionless velocity u is bigger, u = 0.0025 making it measurable with the actual technology. In the inset of 7 we plot |δφu | − |δφu=0 | for a range of velocities
u derived by the assumption of values of a ranged between 3 and 10 nm (as the one measured in Fig. 6) for Au coating.
DISCUSSION
We have found a proper scenario to indirectly detect the QF by measuring the GP acquired by a particle moving
in front of a dielectric plate. We have shown that our system preserves purity for several cycles, which allows us to
ensure that the GP could be measured. We have studied the correction to the unitary geometric phase and realized
it can be decomposed in different contributions: on the one hand, a correction induced by the presence of the vacuum
field dressed by the presence of a dielectric sheet and, on the other, a correction induced by the velocity of the
motion of the particle in front of the dielectric sheet. We have also shown that after many cycles, the correction to
the accumulated GP due to the velocity of the particle becomes relevant. It is important to remark that the mere
presence of a velocity contribution in the noise corrections to the phase is an indication of the frictional effect over
the quantum degree of freedom of the particle. Finally, we have proposed an experimental setup which determines
the feasibility of the experiment and would be the first one in tracking traces of quantum friction through the study
of decoherence effects on a two-level system. The emerging micro- and nanomechanical systems promising new
applications in sensors and information technology may suffer or benefit from non-contact quantum friction. For this
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FIG. 7: The velocity-correction to the geometric phase is easily obtained by |δφu | − |δφu=0 |. As it has been reported, for
very small velocities the presence of the quantum field dressed by the dielectric is dominant. However, for bigger velocities,
the theory predicts that δφu becomes relevant making it possible to detect differences as the geometric phase accumulates.
Figure shows numerical simulation in experimental conditions with n-Si (u = 0.0025) and Au (u = 6.4 10−5 ) coating disk. The
former case is measurable with the actual technology. The inset shows |δφu | − |δφu=0 | for a range of velocities u derived by the
assumption of values of a ranged between 3 and 10 nm; all of them for the case of Au coating.
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The coefficients appearing in the master equation (2) are defined in terms of the noise and dissipation kernels, ν(t)
and η(t), respectively. The expressions for these kernels have been derived for the present case and are written as
��

��

��

��

��

�

ν(t) =

2
− dπ2~

R ∞ R ∞ R 2π
2 −2ka
e
2
Γωpl
dω 0 dk 0 dθ (ω2 ωk
2 2
2 2
0
0 −ω ) +ω Γ

η(t) =

2
− dπ2~

×G(θ, α, γ) cos[(kv cos θ − ω)t],
R ∞ R ∞ R 2π
2 −2ka
e
2
Γωpl
dω 0 dk 0 dθ (ω2 ωk
0
−ω 2 )2 +ω 2 Γ2
0

×G(θ, α, γ) sin[(kv cos θ − ω)t],

(3)

where we define G(θ, α, γ) = cos2 γ sin2 α cos2 θ + sin2 γ sin2 α sin2 θ + 2 cos γ sin γ sin2 α cos θ sin θ + cos2 α. γ and α
are the spherical azimuthal and polar angles, respectively. In these coordinates, the components of the dipole moment
are dx = d cos γ sin α, dy = d sin γ sin α, and dz = d cos α (see Fig.1(b)). The dipole moment can be written in terms
of the static atomic polarization αpol , d2 = 3/2~∆αpol .
The time dependent coefficients in equation (2) are finally written as
1
D(t) =
~

Z

t

ds ν(s) cos(2∆s)
0

Z
1 t
ds ν(s) sin(2∆s)
~ 0
Z
1 t
ζ(t) = −
ds η(s) sin(2∆s).
~ 0

f (t) = −

The phase associated with the quasi-cyclic path traversed in state space by the open system in a period τ have been
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defined in [57, 63] as
#

"
φg = arg

Xp

k (τ )k (0) hk(0)|k(τ )i e−

Rτ

∂
dthk| ∂t
|ki
0

k

where |k(t)i and k (τ ) are respectively the instantaneous eigenvectors and eigenvalues of ρ(t). This is the main
procedure done to obtain the geometric phase acquired with every set of parameters analyzed in the main text.
DATA AVAILABILITY
The experimental data and the source code that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding
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